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Figure 2: Usage of an input datum in CRS optimization, when computing 1, 4, 16 and 64 t0 outSummary
put points.
This paper presents the results of accelerating
the 3D-ZO-CRS stacking algorithm using a MAX2 directions method and performs this process on
dataflow engine (DFE) accelerator card. The 750 different starting values for the search.
MAX2 connects to the CPU via PCI-Express and The extra computation capacity of a DFE versus
has 24GB of DRAM on board.
a CPU means that in its original form the applicaThe purpose of the CRS algorithm is to obtain a tion would have become bound in its performance
non-migrated image from pre-stack seismic data. by the DRAM bandwidth of the MAX2, and thus
It does this by solving an optimization problem the key to accelerating CRS is to reuse each piece
using conjugate directions to maximize the Sem- of data that is streamed on to the DFE multiple
blance function within an 8 dimensional parameter times. To do this, we perform multiple searches in
space.
parallel and store a selection of the current trace
The computation time of the CRS application is in a cache on the DFE that can be accessed by
dominated by the evaluation of the Semblance each of the searches. The color maps in Figure 2
function (see Figure 1). The Semblance function show data reuse for different numbers of parallel
takes a window of 16 complex data items out of searches. With 64 parallel searches the average
each trace (in a location determined by the posi- data reuse is high enough that we are no longer
tion in the parameter space) and performs compu- memory bound.
tation with them. In a typical example we may have At the start of the application the trace data is
over 100,000 traces with 1500 complex numbers in loaded from disk and loaded to the DRAM on the
each trace. The algorithm computes up to 18 Sem- MAX2. After this point the application commublance functions on each iteration of the conjugate nicates with the DFE via PCI-Express, allowing
parameter values to be streamed into the DFE,
which then in turn uses these to compute Traveltimes (window locations) and the Semblance values. The values computed by the Traveltime kernel determine which section of the trace must be
streamed from DRAM into the Semblance kernel.
At the end of a single run of the DFE it streams out
Semblance values to the CPU.
With both Semblance and Traveltimes computation
on the DFE, over 99% of the total runtime from
the CPU is accelerated. The final implementation
Figure 1: Percentage of computation time taken in gives a speedup of more than 200x compared to
each function in the original software.
the FORTRAN software running on one CPU core.
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